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Abstract
Advances in sensing technology enable the emotional state
of car drivers to be captured and interfaces to be built that
respond to these emotions. To evaluate such emotionaware interfaces, researchers need to evoke certain emotional states within participants. Emotion elicitation in driving studies poses a challenge as the driving task can interfere with the elicitation task. Induced emotions also lose
intensity with time and through secondary tasks. This is
why we have analyzed different emotion elicitation techniques for their suitability in automotive research and compared the most promising approaches in a user study. We
recommend using autobiographical recollection to induce
emotions in driving studies, and suggest a way to prolong
emotional states with music playback. We discuss experiences from a a driving simulator study, including solutions
for addressing potential privacy issues.
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Introduction
Research in affective computing is based on the assumption that machines will be able to assess users’ emotions in
the near future. In order to teach them how to understand
these human emotions, as well as to test systems that react to them, we need ways of putting study participants into
distinct emotional states. This way, the ground truths for
machine learning algorithms can be specified, and user interfaces can be evaluated in controlled settings [12].
When testing affective systems, the driving task might be
in direct competition with the elicitation task and both tasks
require mental capacity from the the participant. For this
reason, emotion elicitation is mostly done before the actual
driving task, which unfortunately allows the induced emotional state to diminish as time passes. Our goal was to find
an approach that could either be used while driving or prior
to driving but with prolonged effects.
Figure 1: Russell’s circumplex
model of affect can be used to
classify emotions in a
two-dimensional space. An optimal
driving state would be medium
arousal in combination with high
valence.

Related Work
Affective computing is a research domain with various applications in the automotive domain, such as the adaptation of
user interfaces by affect sensitive technology [2] or the detection and improvement of driver states to avoid dangerous
driver behavior, e.g. road rage [4]. Emotional states which
are thought to influence driving performance are fear, happiness, anger, depression, and boredom, among others [6].
These can be classified in Russell’s circumplex model of affect, consisting of the dimensions arousal and valence [13].
Especially extreme states can lead to a divergence from
safe driving performance, exemplary in situations of high or
low mental load. A safe driving state would be positive valence and medium arousal (see Figure 1), which can also
be explained by the Yerkes-Dodson law: performance is
best in a medium level of arousal [9].

Rosalind Picard classifies affective studies based on the
way emotions are elicited, the study environment, whether
emotions are required to be expressed or felt, and participants’ knowledge of the study’s goals and their participation [11]. A perfect setting would be a real-world scenario
with inherent, event-elicited emotions and a hidden apparatus and purpose. This is however ethically and practically
impossible. Studies on affective systems mostly use active
elicitation, also because research suggests that emotions
are felt more strongly when participants know about the desired inducement [10].
Common elicitation methods include showing images and
videos [3, 8] (both of which have been shown to be equally
effective [14]), autobiographical recollection [1, 5], the Velten mood induction method [7], and in the automotive context, inducement through driving scenarios. The latter two
approaches are limited in scope since none of the methods
induce emotions related to both valence and arousal.The
Velten task is only intended to set a positive or negative
mood and driving scenarios can only induce different levels
of cognitive load.
We chose to use both music videos as well as autobiographical recollection due to their high versatility. In contrast
to other methods, they might be capable of inducing every
combination of arousal and valence on the spectrum.

Study
The study was conducted using a static driving simulator
on an easy highway track. The simulation was displayed on
a wide screen display and controlled by a consumer grade
steering wheel and pedal combination. Participants experienced 4 inducement techniques for 4 different emotional
states (see Figure 2) which we combined in a balanced latin
square distribution to avoid carry-over-effects. 8 participants

(3 female, 5 male) between the ages of 22 to 27 completed
4 rides each. Each ride began with an 8 minute elicitation
session and ended with an interview. We also sampled the
intensity of the induced emotions at 1 minute intervals during the ride.
We compared the inducement of emotional states with
music videos taken from the DEAP dataset [8] and the approach of autobiographical recollection. Both methods were
also enhanced by introducing an additional playback of music during the driving task, with the intension of extending
the emotional effect. The songs were also taken from the
DEAP dataset (see Table 1).
We induced four combinations in the extreme areas of low
and high arousal and valence (see Figure 2). Before each
ride, test users experienced one of these four emotion inducement methods:
MV Participants watch a music video which has been
rated to induce the desired emotion in the DEAP dataset.

Figure 2: Valence-arousal model showing the four extremes we
induced in the study.

MV+ Same approach as MV, with another instance of
music playback while driving (the same song).
AR Autobiographic recollection requires the participant
to think of and write down an experience from their past in
order to recall a specific emotion. When driving, they had to
recount this story to themselves without the experimenter in
the room.
AR+ Same approach as AR, with the according song
from the DEAP dataset playing along the ride.

Emotion

Artist

Title

Happiness
Contentment
Anger
Sadness

M. Franti & Spearhead
Grand Archives
Dead To Fall
James Blunt

Say Hey (I Love You)
Miniature birds
Bastard Set of Dreams
Goodbye My Lover

Table 1: Music titles form the DEAP database for extreme values
of arousal and valence, named after the closest emotion
categories.

Conclusion
The goal of this study was to decide on which emotion elicitation method is suitable to use in driving studies. Our findings suggest that autobiographical recollection works really
well in inducing emotions and is versatile to use. A significant advantage lies in the fact that the stimulus is generated
by the user themselves, thus giving little leeway for misinterpretation. The active recounting can also be done while
driving, allowing a less sharp transition from elicitation to
the driving task.

Figure 4: Subjectively rated
intensity of emotions right after the
inducement task. Autobiographical
recollection shows higher
tendencies and a lower standard
deviation than music videos.

Figure 3: The dwell time of induced emotions was found to be
significantly longer for autobiographial recollection than for
watching music videos. Additional music playing after the
inducement task could also prolong the felt emotions.

Results
Participants rated the effectiveness of the emotion induction
during the ride, as well as in an interview afterward. The
approaches using music videos were each assessed as
effective by 5/8 respondents, while 7/8 said autobiographical recollection worked for them. Feedback during the ride
features the same tendencies, with AR+ performing best
in initial emotion inducement, as seen in Figure 4. Participants experiencing the music video method for low valence
and high arousal stated they felt rather stressed than angry.
Over time, emotions induced with music videos faded significantly faster than emotions induced with autobiographical
recollection (p < 0.005). Music playback during the driving task proved to prolong the induced emotional state, as
shown in Figure 3. In the end participants ranked which
emotion was most intense: while the states were equally
distributed, 7/8 rated first were induced with AR or AR+.

We have since applied the method in a driving simulator
study where we have learned that participants might be
hesitant to talk aloud, which should however be enforced
due to a better outcome. Measures to ensure privacy and
thereby motivate participants to talk openly are encouraged.
For instance, turning off the microphone connection between simulator and control room and telling participants
they can only interact through showing of hands for the following elicitation period. In our experiment this helped build
trust towards the experimenter and helped to achieve very
satisfactory inducement success.
In summary, autobiographical recollection is the first choice
to elicit emotions in driving studies and music playback
can be used to prolong the effect of induced emotions. We
are looking forward to testing this approach in combination
with novel emotion-aware interfaces as so far we have only
looked at the elicitation of emotions. We hope to stimulate a
discussion whether this approach can be used to evaluate
affective user interfaces in automotive environments.
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